
 
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF AN AK GEO GLACIER BAY SALES REP: 

A typical day on the job starts very early in Bartlett Cove. You’ll drive the beautiful park 
road through the forest to headquarters, where you’ll grab your Department of the 
Interior approved PFD - a bright orange “float-coat” with a hardhat to match. Then it’s off 
to the dock where you’ll meet up with the National Park Service (NPS) ranger crew for 
the day. The NPS allows up to two cruise ships to enter Glacier Bay each day, and in 
return for that privilege, the rangers board those ships and carry out interpretive and 
scientific duties. There are two to three interpretive rangers, perhaps a research ranger 
working on a study, and one or two Alaska Geographic employees.  

  

Once aboard, you’ll take the NPS boat, the M/V Serac, to 
meet a cruise ship near the entrance to the bay. 
The Serac pulls up close to the incoming ships, traveling 
at 7-8 knots (8-9mph) into the bay, neither stopping. A 
door opens on the side of the cruise ship a short distance 
above the waterline with a rope ladder hanging down the 
side. Rangers and AK Geo staff transfer to the ship by 
climbing the ladder. They’re helped inside by the cruise 
ship staff, who lower ropes to haul gear aboard.   

It is time to meet the captain in the crow’s nest. The 
captain greets everyone and discusses the day’s planned 
trip around the bay, which changes based on the ship’s 
schedule and the weather both in the bay and out on the 
open ocean. On average, it’s a 9 to 10 hour round trip. 



 
Staff then enjoy complimentary breakfast from 
one of the ship’s buffets. Afterward, you’ll travel 
to the deck where the ship’s crew has set up 
tables for both the rangers and AK Geo. The 
AK Geo staff start setting up their store. 
Meanwhile, the rangers set up their table with 
animal pelts and interpretive displays. The 
ship’s myriad of stores and sources of 
entertainment are closed or ramped down in an 
effort to make sure passengers are taking 
advantage of this chance to see such an 
amazing ecosystem. Many passengers begin 
making their way to the outside decks and 
stopping by the tables to ask questions about 
what they’re seeing and where they are. AK 
Geo employees attend parts of the annual 
ranger interpretive training before the season 
starts so that they can confidently chat with 
visitors when rangers are busy.  

It’s a few hours of lovely cruising the 55 miles 
from Bartlett Cove to the end of the bay, 
culminating in an hour spent at the terminus 
of Margerie and Grand Pacific glaciers. The 
ship makes a 360-degree spin, affording 
everyone with breathtaking views of the calving 
tidewater glaciers. Once the ship turns around, the rangers ask everyone to join them in 
the main theater, where they’ll give a presentation on the park. 

This is the perfect example of how AK Geo helps the park 
extend its mission. While the rangers are educating, the AK 
Geo staff are supplementing and enhancing the visitors’ 
connection to Glacier Bay through publications, films, and 
gifts that they can take home and cherish. 

After the presentation, there tends to be a rush to the AK 
Geo table, as the rangers often mention that guests can 
learn more in various publications. Currently, ship cards are 
the accepted method of payment. Passengers are billed at 
the end of their cruise. Sales reps carefully record purchases 
and passenger info to ensure billing and inventory accuracy.  

After viewing a few more glaciers on the way back out of the 
bay, it’s time to close down. Inventory is counted once more, 
and the totes are repacked with any remaining stock. AK 
Geo staff may leave notes for the warehouse crew to perfect 



 
the mix for the next ship. Then it is over to the ship purser’s office to deliver all the sales 
slips from ship card transactions. The pursers will tally the chits and ensure the count 
they have matches the count we have. They may ask you to sign off on their tally, and 
staff need to be sure that what they sign matches our totals. If not, ask for a copy of the 
paper. Now there’s time to grab dinner and relax before disembarking to the Serac.  

You’ll coordinate with co-workers to unload Serac, travel back to headquarters, hang up 
your float coat, and leave materials for reconciliation by the warehouse. You can report 
any significant problems and/or successes to supervisors immediately in person or by a 
note on their desk. Go home and relax! It will have been a great day’s work inspiring 
thousands of Glacier Bay visitors! 

 


